LIMITATION OF SERVICES POLICY
It is the policy of Central One Federal Credit Union to limit the services of any member who is not in good standing
with the credit union. The term “member” shall mean a COFCU member or any person who has access to COFCU
services directly or indirectly. “COFCU related party” shall mean any member, staff person, board member,
supervisory committee member or any other related person or person accessing COFCU services or property. A
member may be considered “not in good standing” if the member:
1) Fails to comply with the terms of any obligation to COFCU and/or causes COFCU a “pecuniary loss”;
2) Engages in fraud or otherwise abuses COFCU’s services or uses them in furtherance of any unlawful
purpose;
3) Engages in “abusive behavior” or otherwise injures any COFCU related party or damages any property of
COFCU.
“Pecuniary loss” means:
a member’s loan default, whether a payment default or other default under the terms of a loan agreement;
a member’s deposit account overdraft resulting in loss or repeated or continuous negative balance;
a member taking any action that would render all or part of such member’s obligations owing to COFCU
legally restricted or unenforceable;
D.
a member causing COFCU to incur a frivolous expense;
E. a member causing COFCU to write off as uncollectible any monies owed to COFCU;
F. a member’s negligence or careless mishandling of account information exposing the member’s account to fraud
or loss;
G.
a member’s abusive use of regulatory protections to file frivolous or improper fraud claims; or
H.
a member’s other action posing a threat to the safety and soundness of COFCU.

A.
B.
C.

“Abusive behavior” means any harmful or inappropriate conduct including, but not limited to, the following:
A. Any threats of or actual bodily harm against any COFCU related party
B. Any type of verbal harassment, inappropriate, intimidating or sexually suggestive language, inappropriate
touching, sexual advances, flirtations or propositions, displaying sexually suggestive objects or pictures
C. Fighting, hitting, kicking or other physical harm or attempted harm toward any COCFU related party
D. Making false, vicious or malicious statements about any COFCU related party or COCFU service, policy or
practice
E. Using profane, vulgar or intimidating language directed at a COFCU related party or on COFCU premises
F. Bringing or possessing firearms or any hazardous weapon, device or substance on COFCU premises
G. Possession, sale, use or being under the influence of an unlawful or unauthorized substance on COFCU
premises or at a COFCU function or on the premises of any CO-OP Shared Branch location.
H. Being impaired by any substance, whether lawful or unlawful, on COFCU premises or at a COFCU
function or on the premises of any CO-OP Shared Branch location.
I. Attempting to coerce or interfere with any of the COFCU related parties engaged in the performance of
their duties at any time.
J. Uncivil conduct or failure to maintain satisfactory or harmonious working relationships with any COFCU
related party necessary to providing service to your accounts.
K. Conducting or attempting to conduct or engage in any fraudulent, dishonest or deceptive activity of any
kind involving any of the COFCU related parties or member services.
L. Any posting, defacing, or removing notices or signs on COFCU premises, or writing on COFCU bulletin
boards without management authorization.
M. Appropriation or misappropriation of COFCU funds, property, or other material proprietary to COFCU.
N. Deliberate or repeated violations of security procedures or safety rules.
O. Any other act which endangers the safety, health or well-being of another person or which is of sufficient
magnitude that it causes disruption of business at COFCU.
LIMITATION OF SERVICES: The determination of whether a member is “not in good standing” with COFCU will
be made at the sole discretion of COFCU management.

The availability of member services for members who are “not in good standing” with COFCU will be restricted.
Any or all of the following actions may be imposed against a member who is deemed to be “not in good standing”:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Suspension of all member services other than the right to maintain a share account and the right to vote
at annual and special meetings.
Preclusion from access to COFCU premises and COFCU related parties.
Preclusion from accessing COFCU accounts at any CO-OP Shared Branch location or any other shared
branching network and revoking any shared branching privileges.
Taking any other action deemed reasonable and appropriate under the circumstances that is not
precluded by NCUA Rules and Regulations, COFCU’s bylaws, or applicable federal or state law.

The member will be notified in writing of the limitation of services, and the effective date of such limitation
imposition.

